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- with high 
pressures of 
50-75 bars

- through steel 
pipes of 8-48 
inches in 
diameter



- provides natural gas to 
77 out of 81 provinces in 
Turkey

- operating nearly 14,000 
kilometers natural gas 
transmission pipeline



Technical and 

environmental safety

in natural gas 

transmission pipelines



Risks related to safety in natural gas pipelines

Anomalies Gas leakage

- Fault lines
- Landslide sites
- Erosion zones

Natural
Manmade

Anomalies

- Buildings
- Mine areas 
- Sand or gravel pit
- Highway, road & railways crossing pipeline
- Power transmission lines crossing pipeline
- River & channels crossing pipeline
- Other pipelines crossing natural gas pipeline



Risks related to safety in natural gas pipelines

Anomalies Gas leakageGas leakage



Before pilot project;

- Anomaly checks and gas leak inspection 
are periodically performed by BOTAŞ. 

- The controls are made using terrestrial 
methods by land vehicles or walking along 
the pipeline route and in the station area.



In 2016 BOTAŞ decided a pilot project

along 1200 km pipeline by aerial vehicles.

- Saving time

- Less workload

- More precise results

- Utilize the high technology

It was aimed that;



Stations on route such as;
- Line Vanes Stations,
- Pig Stations,
- Regulator / Meter Stations (RMS),
- Compressor Stations,
- Take-off Vane Stations.

Scope of the project is

1200 km of natural gas 
transmission pipeline route
and



The geospatial data set for the goal contains;
- Orthophoto mosaic image

✓with 10 cm GSD,
✓along 1200 km long and 400 m wide,

- DSM and DTM,
- Vector data and coordinate list of pipelines and stations,



- Anomalies in vector data structure;

✓ Landslide zones and their natural gas pipeline catch points. 
✓ Erosion zones and their natural gas pipeline catch points
✓ Fault lines (The data obtained from General Directorate of Mineral Research 
and Exploration- MTA was used)
✓ Highway, main road, village road and pipeline crossings,
✓ Railway system (railway, subway etc.) and pipeline crossings,
✓ Power transmission lines and pipeline crossings
✓ Rivers, streams, irrigation canals and pipeline crossings,
✓ Mines, stone and sand quarries,
✓ Housing (all kinds of buildings, facilities and human structure objects), 



- Video recording of flight animation along pipeline route in 3D environment



What we need to start the production is a KML file of pipeline route and stations

provided by BOTAŞ KML

Flight planning

GCP planning

Flight operation



Photogrammetric interpretation

&

Line markers

Visually controlling of 
pipeline route 

By taking advantage of 

pipeline trace on orthophoto image





Defining cross points using GIS 
location analyses such as

intersect, buffer analyze, 
contain, point in polygon 
etc. 



and reports



Symbology used for video records



Video recording of flight animation on the pipeline route



Gas leak inspection

with ALMA G2 (Airborne Laser Methane Assessment) mounted 

to Bell 206 Jet Ranger helicopter



The ALMA system uses a technology based 
on the measurement of the amount of 
infrared laser light having a radioactive 
wavelength of 1650 nm absorbed by 
methane gas.

The laser beam is emitted from the Optical 
Unit of the system and strikes objects such 
as soil, grass, wood, concrete, and asphalt on 
the ground surface.

The system analyzes the reflected laser 
beam and calculates how much is absorbed 
by the possible methane.



Optic unit has 3 cameras
- pilot
- left
- right

When gas leakage is detected,
the graphic will make a pig as seen.
And system records all related data as a leak point.



Pilot camera image

Left camera image Right camera image





Conclusion

Airborne inspection of gas leaks has enabled effective control, reporting and 
evaluation in a large area and has allowed the pipeline operating units to repair gas 
leaks as soon as possible.

The data sets produced by geographical analysis in this pilot project have enabled 
the identification and reporting of anomalies that have big importance in terms of 
the safety of natural gas transmission lines.

In addition, video recordings prepared in 3D environment using actual aerial 
photographs facilitated analyzes and evaluations made by BOTAŞ managers and 
engineers within the scope of control / maintenance / repair works for pipelines.




